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VRVR--programmingprogramming

nn To drive enhanced virtual reality display To drive enhanced virtual reality display 
setups like setups like 
–– responsive workbenchesresponsive workbenches
–– wallswalls
–– headhead--mounted displaysmounted displays
–– boomesboomes
–– domesdomes
–– cavescaves

Fish Tank VRFish Tank VR

nn MonitorMonitor--based systemsbased systems
nn Use i.e. shutter glassesUse i.e. shutter glasses
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3D (stereo) viewing3D (stereo) viewing

nn 1838 1838 –– Wheatstone stereoscopeWheatstone stereoscope

TheThe termterm „„VirtualVirtual RealityReality““

nn TheThe actualactual termterm ""VirtualVirtual RealityReality" " isis attributedattributed
to to JaronJaron LanierLanier of VPL in 1986 in a of VPL in 1986 in a 
conversationconversation regardingregarding thethe workwork of Scott of Scott 
Fisher. Fisher. 

nn Fisher, of NASA Fisher, of NASA AmesAmes, , hadhad beenbeen referringreferring to to 
thethe fieldfield as "as "VirtualVirtual EnvironmentsEnvironments". ". 

nn MyronMyron Krueger Krueger labeledlabeled thethe activityactivity ""ArtificialArtificial
RealityReality" in 1983. " in 1983. 

nn 1984 William Gibson 1984 William Gibson coinedcoined thethe termterm
"Cyberspace" in his "Cyberspace" in his bookbook NeuromancerNeuromancer. . 
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1961: Morton Heilig1961: Morton Heilig
SensoramaSensorama

nn Morton Heilig Morton Heilig beganbegan designingdesigning thethe firstfirst
multisensorymultisensory virtualvirtual experiencesexperiences in 1956 in 1956 
((patentedpatented in 1961).in 1961).

nn TheThe SensoramaSensorama combinedcombined projectedprojected
film, film, audioaudio, , vibrationvibration, wind, and , wind, and odorsodors..

nn TheThe fivefive ""experiencesexperiences" " includedincluded
–– a a motorcyclemotorcycle rideride throughthrough New YorkNew York
–– a a bicyclebicycle rideride
–– a a rideride on a dune on a dune buggybuggy
–– a a helicopterhelicopter rideride overover CenturyCentury citycity in in 

19601960
–– a a dancedance byby a a bellybelly dancerdancer. . 

1961: Morton Heilig1961: Morton Heilig
SensoramaSensorama

nn Heilig also Heilig also patentedpatented an an 
ideaidea forfor a a devicedevice thatthat
somesome considerconsider thethe firstfirst
HeadHead--MountedMounted Display Display 
(HMD) ((HMD) (proposedproposed 1960 1960 
and and appliedapplied forfor patent patent 
in 1962. in 1962. 
–– WideWide fieldfield of of viewview opticsoptics

to to viewview 3D 3D 
photographicphotographic slidesslides..

–– Stereo Stereo soundsound..
–– OdorOdor generatorgenerator. . 
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1968: Sutherland 1968: Sutherland 
“A head“A head--mounted threemounted three--dimensional display”dimensional display”

nn HiddenHidden--line graphicsline graphics
nn Mechanical trackingMechanical tracking

qq SeeSee--through HMDthrough HMD

HeadHead--mounted displaymounted display

nn Scene completely Scene completely 
surrounds usersurrounds user

nn Graphics are sharp Graphics are sharp 
and brightand bright

nn FOV is narrowFOV is narrow
nn Devices are heavy, Devices are heavy, 

cumbersomecumbersome
nn Can’t see other Can’t see other 

peoplepeople
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BOOMBOOM
((BinoccularBinoccular Omni Orientation Monitor)Omni Orientation Monitor)

nn High resolution (>1280x1024)High resolution (>1280x1024)
nn Wide Field of ViewWide Field of View
nn User must not carry heavy User must not carry heavy 

weightweight
nn Electromechanical tracking with Electromechanical tracking with 

minimal lagminimal lag

nn Limited user movementLimited user movement
nn Requires the user to hold onto Requires the user to hold onto 

the BOOM for controlthe BOOM for control

ProjectionProjection--based VRbased VR

nn Use video projectorsUse video projectors
nn Rear or front projectionRear or front projection
nn Active or passive stereoActive or passive stereo
nn Commonly usedCommonly used
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Projection WallsProjection Walls

nn Active or passiveActive or passive
stereostereo

nn MultiMulti--projector projector 
systems require overlapsystems require overlap

active

passivePictures courtesy TAN

Cylindrical Screen Cylindrical Screen 
ConfigurationsConfigurations

nn Common in industryCommon in industry
nn Head tracking difficultHead tracking difficult

–– Curved screen requiresCurved screen requires
distortion correctiondistortion correction
in softwarein software
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WorkbenchWorkbench

nn TableTable--top metaphortop metaphor
nn Change display Change display 

orientationorientation
nn Integrate real & virtualIntegrate real & virtual

nn Less immersionLess immersion
nn Occlusion/cancellationOcclusion/cancellation
nn $$$$$$

Baron workbench (courtesy of BARCO Co.)Baron workbench (courtesy of BARCO Co.)

IR Controllers CRT Projector

Mirrors Tilting mechanism
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TwoTwo--Sided WorkbenchSided Workbench

nn View volumeView volume
nn TelepresenceTelepresence

GMDGMD/TAN/TAN
1991997/987/98

WallWall

nn Wall/door metaphorWall/door metaphor
nn Allows 1:1 real object Allows 1:1 real object 

sizessizes
nn High resolutionHigh resolution

nn Screen size limitScreen size limit
nn Immersion breaks at the Immersion breaks at the 

display bordersdisplay borders
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CAVECAVE

nn MultiMulti--wall (usually 4) wall (usually 4) 
provides wide FOVprovides wide FOV

nn Can see other peopleCan see other people
nn Stereo more realisticStereo more realistic

nn Missing walls break illusionMissing walls break illusion
nn (Less bright with CRT)(Less bright with CRT)
nn $$$$$$

CAVE 3-D large volume display (courtesy of Fakespace Co.)

CRT Projector

Mirror

Screen
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Other visual display typesOther visual display types

Immersion and stereoscopyImmersion and stereoscopy

nn Standard 3D rendering gives depth Standard 3D rendering gives depth 
cues:cues:
–– perspectiveperspective
–– relative sizerelative size
–– texture gradient, etc.texture gradient, etc.

nn To enhance 3D depth, use stereo To enhance 3D depth, use stereo 
imageryimagery

nn Slightly different images for each eyeSlightly different images for each eye
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Implementing stereoscopyImplementing stereoscopy

nn Render from two offset Render from two offset eyepointseyepoints (IPD)(IPD)
nn 2 images per frame may affect 2 images per frame may affect frfr. rate. rate

–– multiple graphics pipelinesmultiple graphics pipelines
–– each image lower resolutioneach image lower resolution

nn HMD: directly send images to 2 eyesHMD: directly send images to 2 eyes
nn other displays: other displays: 

–– timetime--multiplexed stereo (shutter glasses)multiplexed stereo (shutter glasses)
–– using phase filtersusing phase filters
–– using color filtersusing color filters
–– autostereoscopicautostereoscopic displaysdisplays

OffOff--Axis ProjectionAxis Projection

nn ParallaxParallax
–– Negative: object in front of screenNegative: object in front of screen
–– Zero: object on the screenZero: object on the screen
–– Positive: object behind the screenPositive: object behind the screen

Right eye
Image plane/Screen

P
P``

Left eye P`

parallax

qq Focus vs. convergenceFocus vs. convergence
qq Focus on image planeFocus on image plane
qq Convergence on virtual objectConvergence on virtual object
qq Large parallax puts strain onLarge parallax puts strain on

the eyethe eye
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Shutter TechnologyShutter Technology
nn Close left eye when right eye image is displayed and Close left eye when right eye image is displayed and 

vice versavice versa
nn Controlled through infrared or wired upControlled through infrared or wired up
nn Usually connects to VUsually connects to V--sync signal (vertical retrace of sync signal (vertical retrace of 

CRT)CRT)

PolarizationPolarization
nn LLightight: : wave wave lengthlength and and directiondirection of of polarizationpolarization. . TwoTwo

componentscomponents orthogonal to orthogonal to eacheach otherother..

“normal” light polarized light
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PolarizationPolarization
nn Filters can block certain directions of polarizationFilters can block certain directions of polarization

Stereo Through PolarizationStereo Through Polarization

nn Use two projectorsUse two projectors
–– ProjProj. 1/left view: vertical filter in front of the lens. 1/left view: vertical filter in front of the lens
–– ProjProj. 2/right view: horizontal filter in front of the lens. 2/right view: horizontal filter in front of the lens

nn Wear glasses with polarization filtersWear glasses with polarization filters
–– Left eye: verticalLeft eye: vertical
–– Right eye: horizontalRight eye: horizontal
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Stereo Through PolarizationStereo Through Polarization

nn Linear polarizationLinear polarization
–– Can’t tilt headCan’t tilt head
–– Little ghostingLittle ghosting

nn Circular polarizationCircular polarization
–– ProjProj. 1/left view:. 1/left view: clockwise filterclockwise filter
–– ProjProj. 2/right view:. 2/right view: counter clockwise filtercounter clockwise filter
–– Allows arbitrary head orientationsAllows arbitrary head orientations
–– In general more ghosting than linear polarizationIn general more ghosting than linear polarization

nn The most important depth cue is not The most important depth cue is not 
stereo, it’s stereo, it’s motion parallaxmotion parallax
–– far objects move more slowly across the far objects move more slowly across the 

visual field as our viewpoint movesvisual field as our viewpoint moves

nn Can achieve motion parallax with head Can achieve motion parallax with head 
trackingtracking

nn Tracking also allows us to view the Tracking also allows us to view the 
scene “naturally”scene “naturally”

Immersion needs moreImmersion needs more
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Immersion needs moreImmersion needs more
nn Auditory displaysAuditory displays

–– standardstandard
–– spatializedspatialized

nn HapticHaptic displaysdisplays
–– collision indicationcollision indication
–– forceforce--feedbackfeedback

nn Olfactory displays (!)Olfactory displays (!)
nn Natural interaction and believable Natural interaction and believable 

object object behaviourbehaviour

TheThe UltimateUltimate DisplayDisplay

TheThe ultimateultimate displaydisplay wouldwould, of , of coursecourse, , bebe a a 
roomroom withinwithin whichwhich thethe computercomputer cancan controlcontrol
thethe existenceexistence of matter. A of matter. A chairchair displayeddisplayed in in 
such a such a roomroom wouldwould bebe good good enoughenough to to sitsit in. in. 
HandcuffsHandcuffs displayeddisplayed in such a in such a roomroom wouldwould bebe
confiningconfining, and a , and a bulletbullet displayeddisplayed in such in such roomroom

wouldwould bebe fatal. fatal. WithWith appropriateappropriate
programmingprogramming such a such a displaydisplay couldcould literallyliterally bebe

thethe WonderlandWonderland intointo whichwhich Alice Alice walkedwalked. . 
(Sutherland 1965) (Sutherland 1965) 
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SomeSome firstfirst gfxgfx stepssteps

nn SpacewarSpacewar, , tennistennis forfor twotwo and and pongpong

SomeSome intermediateintermediate gfxgfx stepssteps

nn Unreal3 Unreal3 engineengine
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VRVR--programmingprogramming

nn Input and display devices are the main Input and display devices are the main 
hardware interface to usershardware interface to users

nn Immersion embeds users through the Immersion embeds users through the 
generation of rich sensory experiences  generation of rich sensory experiences  

ØØ But how is the programmers/designers But how is the programmers/designers 
view?view?

VRVR--programming toolsprogramming tools

nn Direct rendering and gfx packagesDirect rendering and gfx packages
–– OpenGL, Direct3D, GKS (3D)OpenGL, Direct3D, GKS (3D)

nn Scene graph based toolsScene graph based tools
–– VRML, OpenGL Performer, OpenGL VRML, OpenGL Performer, OpenGL 

Optimizer, Open Inventor, PHIGS+Optimizer, Open Inventor, PHIGS+

nn VR modeling toolkitsVR modeling toolkits
–– AVANGO, World toolkit, Massive1AVANGO, World toolkit, Massive1--3, 3, 

Dive, LightningDive, Lightning, game engines, game engines

designmodeling

programming
(procedural)

(declarative)
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What is a gfx package?What is a gfx package?

nn softwaresoftware
–– that takes user input and passes it to that takes user input and passes it to 

applicationsapplications
–– that displays graphical output for that displays graphical output for 

applicationsapplications
Graphics
System

(2D/3D graphics,
UI toolkit,

input manager
window system)

Application
Program

Application
Model


